TORRAS Diamonds Series Compatible for iPhone 12 Pro Max Phone
Case, [Never Yellow] [4K Super Clear] Hard PC Back & Flexible
Bumper Slim Thin Compatible for iPhone 12 Pro Max Case, Crystal
Clear Review-2021

Diamond Clear & Long Lasting Clarity: This total clear case showoff the original beauty of your new
phone. Aliphatic polycarbonate clear back and advance German imported clear Bayer TPU, TOP
standard material promises long lasting clarity
Military Drop Protection: This clear case meets the rigorous SGS certified military drop-test
standards, defending your iPhone against any visible damages from 26 drops of up to 4 feet. 4
corners with TORRAS exclusive X-SHOCK Technology, effectively absorbing shocks or impacts up
to 200%
Slim Design & Comfort Grip: This slim case fits your new Phone like a glove. Slim and durable. Its
flexible bumper allows for super easy installation and a comfortable grip for your any time such as
work, relax time, sport, and gaming
Upgraded Camera & Screen Protection: This ultra-thin phone case has enhanced camera and
screen raised lips which prevent against accidental drops, scratches. Reinforced buttons improve
responsiveness
Wireless charging Friendly: This clear case does support most wireless charging. Attention please:
Compatible for iPhone 12 Pro Max (2020) 6.7 inch OnlySimple but Unique
Our story
How we got our start?
TORRAS was founded in 2012. Back then, smartphones have already become a necessity in our
daily life. We wanted phone case not just purely functional, but with a good design. So TORRAS
was here. We focus on producing good-quality smart phone cases with simple yet timeless designs.
What makes our product unique?
At TORRAS, we believe curiosity is the best designer. We keep exploring new ways to make
products that could solve customers' current problems and connect them with the future. We also
got great ideas from our customers! Tell us what you want and we might turn your ideas into real
products.
Why we love what we do?
We love our life and we are crazy about creating products that make our life more wonderful.
TORRAS has reached over 100 million users in more than 20 countries. We can't wait to provide our
products to more customers around the world. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount
code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

